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ABSTRACT

Lead isotope measurements of dental enamel are regularly used as a means of
determining information as to the source of the lead burden in modern human
populations (Gulson & Wilson 1994). Lead ions have a considerable propensity to
replace calcium ions in skeletal hard tissue; principally composed of hydroxy-apatite.
The lead isotopic composition of teeth in adult humans has been shown to relate
directly to the subject's exposure to the element at the time of eruption of their adult
teeth. In children, the analogous lead burden relates to the lead exposure of the mother
during pregnancy and in the neo-natal period. This fact raised the exciting possibility
that isotopic measurements of hard tissue could be used as a means of determining
whether and individual is a migrant to a particular region. Despite a number of
complications (see below), this paper presents the results of our ongoing, and thus far
wholly successful, study which uses measurements of Sr and Pb isotopes within dental
enamel to determine the origin of Pacific Islander populations.

For the majority of modern populations the lead burden (and thus the lead
isotope composition of their dental enamel) is derived almost entirely from the tetra-
ethyl lead used in the petrol in their country of origin (Gulson et. al 1994). In the
absence of any anthropogenic lead source, archaeological populations derive their
entire lead burden from biogenic sources such as food and water supplies. However,
this simple picture is complicated in archaeological populations which possessed
metallurgy. Any individual involved in extractive metallurgical (or living downwind)
would have been exposed to air-borne particulate lead derived from metallurgical
operations. These lead sources would be extremely difficult to isolate isotopically and
it is therefore impossible to trace the anthropogenic or biogenically derived
components of any archaeological individual. Furthermore, on continental land-masses
the number of individual lead sources might be extremely large and intractable.
Fortunately for Islander populations none of these complications applies. The
formation of Pacific Islands might be a comparatively 'new' event in isotopic terms,
however, it involved the re-mobilisation of considerable amounts of 'old' lead derived
from the ocean floor. The possibilities of using lead-isotope analysis for provenance
analysis to discrimiate between Pacific Island sources of basalt have been demonstrated
elsewhere (Weisler & Woodhead 1995). The limitation of size and the absence of
anthropogenically-derived lead mean the Pacific Islands populations are ideal subjects
for our study of human provenance.

Although some previous attempts have been made to use the lead composition
of skeletal hard tissue to assess the provenance of archaeological human remains, these
have failed to overcome some problems which can fundamentally affect the lead
content in this material. The lead content of most human hard skeletal tissue turns over
in the subjects lifetime (Gulson & Wilson 1994). This means that the Pb-isotopic
signature of material such as bones, becomes a reflection of the overall lead-burden of
the individual. It is, therefore, impossible to isolate the individual lead components
accumulated in a lifetime through post-mortem examination of such skeletal tissue. A
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further complication derives from fact that the inorganic component of most hard
tissue has a highly variable degree of crystalinity and undergoes rapid post-mortem
recrystalisation (Simpson 1972). Diagenetic structural rearrangement will inevitably
cause contamination of the hard tissue with lead derived from the buried environment.
This makes comparison of lead levels between any two individual skeletons extremely
difficult. Fortunately, it has been shown that dj#Uo its high crystalinity and density,
dental enamel does not undergo post-mortem recrystalisation. It is also unaffected by
changes in the lead burden of an individual in later life. The lead-isotope composition
of dental enamel remains locked at the composition of the lead burden at the time of
dental eruption making it ideal for our purposes.
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